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Thank You 2017 2018 Season

SPECIAL KUDOS TO
Maggie Jackson, Katie Earl, Kevvers & Mark, Angela Bryan, Lisa Maddox, SCA Board, volunteers in our kitchen, house, McGavock Drama, Girl & Boy Scouts, Reshas Dance Team, DHE Exchange, Creative Crews, Larry & Jamie, and Especially our ACTORS!!
MUSICAL NUMBERS

ACT ONE
#1 MISTER SANTA .......................................................... Ensemble

#2 ROCKIN’ CHRISTMAS MEDLEY,
OCKIN’ AROUND THE CHRISTMAS TREE .................. Betty Jean, Ensemble

JINGLE BELL ROCK ................................................. Missy, Ensemble

LITTLE SAINT NICK ................................................. Cindy Lou, Ensemble

A MARSHMALLOW WORLD ......................................... Suzy, Ensemble

#3 CHIPMUNK CHEER ................................................ Ensemble

#4 SNOWFALL .......................................................... Ensemble

#5 THE MAN WITH THE BAG ........................................ Ensemble

#6 IT’S CHRISTMAS TIME ALL OVER THE WORLD ............ Ensemble

#7 ¿DÓNDE ESTÁ SANTA CLAUS? ......................... Suzy, Ensemble

#8 MELE KALIKIMAKA ................................................. Missy, Ensemble

#9 O TANNENBAUM .................................................... Betty Jean, Ensemble

#10 WE WANNA SEE SANTA DO THE MAMBO .............. Cindy Lou, Ensemble

#11 SANTA CLAUS IS COMIN’ TO TOWN ....................... Ensemble

#12 CHRISTMAS WILL BE JUST ANOTHER LONELY DAY ..... Betty Jean, Ensemble

ACT TWO
#13 RUN, RUDOLPH, RUN ........................................... Ensemble

#14 SUZY SNOWFLAKE ................................................ Suzy, Ensemble

#15 THIS CHRISTMAS .................................................. Missy, Ensemble

#16 ALL THOSE CHRISTMAS CLICHÉS ......................... Cindy Lou

#17 BELLS MEDLEY
RING THOSE CHRISTMAS BELLS .................................. Missy, Ensemble

SLEIGH RIDE .......................................................... Cindy Lou, Betty Jean, Ensemble

JINGLE BELLS .......................................................... Suzy, Ensemble

#18 WHAT ARE YOU DOING NEW YEAR’S EVE? ............. Betty Jean

#19 SANTA BABY ........................................................ Ensemble

#20 WINTER WONDERLAND ......................................... Ensemble

#21 BOWS ....................................................................... Band
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**Tiffany Day as Suzy,** who’s happy-go-lucky, a little giddy, and pregnant. First appearing at The Keeton in *My Fair Lady* in the ensemble and last seen as Ensign Bessie Noonan in *South Pacific.* She is thrilled to continue her work here at The Keeton.

**Elisabeth Sisler as Betty Jean,** the self-anointed clown of the group, always vying for attention. Last seen at the Keeton as Ensign Janet MacGregor in *South Pacific,* has enjoyed roles as Sister Mary Leo in *NUNSENSE,* Maria in *The Sound of Music.*

**Tyler Samuel as Missy,** the over-achiever elementary school teacher and self appointed leader. Tyler is excited to be back on stage at the Keeton after an absence since playing Miss Dorothy in *Thoroughly Modern Mille* in 2016.

**Crystal Kurek as Cindy Lou,** the reformed ‘bad girl’ of the group. Happy to be back on the stage at the Keeton, other roles here have been Judith Davenport in *1940’s Radio Hour,* Hodel in *Fiddler on the Roof* and Tuptim in *The King and I.*
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Sweet Sixteen Season in 17/18
Premiere Dinner Theatre @ The Larry Keeton Theatre
Featuring Some of Nashville’s Best Talent

**Big River**
Aug 17 - Sept 2

**South Pacific**
Oct 12 - Oct 28

**Winter Wonderettes**
Nov 30 - Dec 17

**West Side Story**
Feb. 15 - March 3

**9 to 5**
April 12 - April 28

**Annie**
June 14 - June 30

Presented by SCA  615 883 8375  thelarrykeetontheatre.org

3 PACK TICKET BUNDLE
NOW ON SALE FOR $75
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